




 Danielle’s beautiful new collection is a life-affirming tribute to her personal 
philosophy which is based on the importance of generosity and joy. These 
four exquisite images portray lustrous blooms and elegant cherry blossom 

floating within a radiant world of abstract interpretation. 

The Gift
from DANIELLE O’CONNOR AKIYAMA

a gift is to receive
... a gift is to give

... a gift lays within each of us
 

            to share
                   to lend

                           to be.
 

painting is my gift 
   ... the sharing of it - my joy

may my joy be your gift.





To the Moon and Back
Glazed Box Canvas Edition of 195   

36” x 27”  £1,095

PURCHASE ARTWORK

https://www.whitewallgalleries.com/artists/new-releases/danielle-oconnor-akiyama




The Thing About Love I
Glazed Box Canvas Edition of 195   

20” x 24”  £650

PURCHASE ARTWORK

https://www.whitewallgalleries.com/artists/new-releases/danielle-oconnor-akiyama


The Thing About Love II
Glazed Box Canvas Edition of 195   

20” x 24”  £650

PURCHASE ARTWORK

https://www.whitewallgalleries.com/artists/new-releases/danielle-oconnor-akiyama






Danielle employs an array of fascinating personal 

techniques which help her to forge a bond with the 

viewer. One of the most noticeable in this collection 

is the smattering of dots which she uses to keep the 

eyes moving around the images. Although we do 

not necessarily register this response it animates 

the colours and brings an additional energy to 

the works. This is intensified by an uninhibited 

vigour and freedom of style, which combines with 

a luminous hand-finished glaze to give each piece a 

breath taking impact.





Two as One
Embellished Canvas on Board 

Edition of 195  26” x 26”   
£695

PURCHASE ARTWORK

https://www.whitewallgalleries.com/artists/new-releases/danielle-oconnor-akiyama


A world-renowned artist and inspirational thinker, Danielle 
has received numerous awards for her paintings which she 

describes as “sanctuaries for the soul.”  Her deceptively loose, 
impressionistic style disguises the intricacy of her brushwork and 

the stylish formality of each composition. 

The vibrant palette, fascinating fusion of eastern and western 
techniques and a distinctive vocabulary of signs and symbols 

make up Danielle’s unique artistic language, rendering her work 
both instantly recognisable and utterly irresistible.






